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USES

SUBFLOORS

free from loose fibres; apply an
even coat of JM600 to the
back of the carpet and the
seaming tape (Morley product
code H5). Allow the adhesive
to partially dry before pressing
the two coated surfaces firmly
together using a hand roller
(Morley product code 10.100
Carpet Seamroller).

Subfloors must be sound, smooth, clean, dry and free from any
contamination which will affect adhesion.

Caution: Do not stretch the carpet until the adhesive is completely
dry. It could result in the seam opening up.

PREPARATION

HEALTH & SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

All parts of the installation should comply with the latest edition of BS
5325 The Installation of Textile Floorings. Another useful source of
reference is The C F A Guide to Contract Flooring.

Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet and follow the advice given.
Ensure area of use is well ventilated.
Avoid prolonged contact with skin and if sensitive, use barrier cream
or gloves.
In case of contact with eyes, mouth or nose, rinse with plenty of
water and seek medical help.
If adhesive is spilled, remove and dispose of it in accordance with
national and local regulations for waste materials.

Its main use is for the permanent bonding of edges and seams of
traditional carpets to prevent fibre loss. It is used with hessian
seaming tape (Morley product code H5) for cold seaming of carpets.
It can be used with jute hessian backed carpet for “repair” of
permanent bonding to subfloor.

APPLICATION
For best results a minimum temperature of 18°C (65°F) should be
maintained for the installation.
Edge Sealing:- apply the adhesive by brush or applicator to the edge
of the carpet, having first removed any loose fibres. Allow the
adhesive to fully dry before continuing with the installation.
Seaming:- make sure both edges of the carpet are cleanly cut and

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
PRODUCT CODE - JM600
PRODUCT NAME - Latex Adhesive
CONTAINER SIZE - 5 ltr plastic jerry can
TYPE - Natural Rubber Latex
COLOUR - Off White
VISCOSITY - Approx. 6000 cps at 20°C - brush
or applicator apply

STORAGE - Store between temperatures of 5°C
and 30°C
SHELF LIFE - 12 months in unopened
containers, stored in recommended conditions
CLEANING - Tools should be cleaned with
water whilst the adhesive is wet. Use hot water
or a solvent should the adhesive dry. Do not use
on the skin.
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COVERAGE - N/A
OPEN TIME - Approximately 20 minutes
depending on temperature, humidity, sub floor
porosity and trowel used.
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Health and Safety Sheets available on request.

WHITE LID

A SOLVENT FREE natural rubber latex adhesive used as a general purpose
carpet adhesive.

